Advanced Clinical Audit (Level 3)

This course has been available since 2006 and provides learners who attend a comprehensive guide to conducting a successful clinical audit project. In just one-day learners will understand why clinical audit is important, gain a full appreciation the stages involved in conducting a clinical audit and identify how to overcome common pitfalls. Many clinical audit, QI professionals and clinicians have studied for this course as it provides them with all the tools required to conduct effective audits. In addition, learners can complete a short, post-course assignment to gain a Level 3 clinical audit qualification.

LEARNERS are provided with a comprehensive course pack and post-course information.

ATTENDEES learn the difference between clinical audit, research, service evaluation & other QI.

TUTORS are experienced auditors with relevant teaching and clinical audit qualifications.

CONTENT is varied, inter-active and interesting. We try to meet the needs of all learners.

ACCREDITATION helps aid career prospects and supports revalidation/CPD requirements.

APPROVED 99% of learners stated they would recommend it to others.

ENROLLING ONTO THE COURSE & COST

The course is typically held every quarter in Leicester at Devonshire Place (www.devonshire-place.co.uk)

Cost is £150+VAT per learner (accredited) or £120 +VAT per learner (attendance only)

However, if you have a number of local learners it is more cost effective to run the course in-house. We can also make in-house training bespoke to your needs.

To register your interest in the course please contact info@clinicalauditsupport.com

To speak to a member of the Clinical Audit Support Centre, please telephone 0116 2643411